Here is what has been said about Peacekeeper Training in the past ……..
“I’ve been an instructor for 22 years. Nobody is teaching this kind of information.
Excellent Class! Excellent Product!”
ECSD, IN
Taught by Cops, for Cops; as it should be! As a certified ASP, Monadnock, and
PPCT instructor, Peacekeeper Training is superior to all other baton systems. Pinellas
Co. Sheriff, FL
We drug our feet but were forced to go to your training. Collectively our five
instructors have over 121 years of instructional training and wondered what
Peacekeeper could teach us that we didn’t already know. We came back believers in
your products and your training. Your training philosophy is the most applicable of all
other baton training systems. - Palm Beach Co. Sheriff, FL
George,
I recently attended your Baton Instructor Course in Albany, NY and I just want to say
thank you again. I honestly got more out of your course than any other baton training
I’ve had in the past. I really like the gross motor skill approach and find it useful for
my department. Most other classes seem to want to turn people into “stick fighters”
overnight and don’t take into consideration the effects of “white face stress” on the
body. The two handed strike seems to be a more natural, and effective, strike for
officers looking to end a confrontation quickly. I just got a quote from Peacekeeper
and I am in the process of pitching the R.C.B. to my administration.
If you are ever conducting training in the New York area, I would appreciate it if you
can give me a heads up so I can send some of my people and probably attend
again myself.
Sergeant, NY Police Department
“I thought I was going to another boring certificate class. I was very impressed with
the content and presentation of the information.”
S.H. – PCSD, NJ
“Your baton and training system is far superior than any impact weapons course I’ve
been to. Now I know why so many agencies are switching to your system”.
Training Officer, Denver PD

“Since going to your course, our agency revamped all of our baton training curriculum.
Your system just makes sense.”
T.C., Riverside Co Sheriff’s Dept., CA
“Far Superior to any other baton system available !” (not a duplicate from Denver PD
above)

W. Evans, PBSO
I have received training in most impact weapons available and I find that the RCB
training program is by far the most effective. The simple techniques, direct approach
to demonstration movement and repetition of techniques makes it easy to learn.
Simple and Effective!
J.W. – CVSA
Baseline training - as it should be! Simple, Effective, Non-Complex. Easy to retain.
Open communication with students allowing for information exchange and practical
application.
R.M. – U.S. Army National Guard
“I enjoyed the class very much. Very impressed with the products. The realistic
scenarios will be useful for my officers on the streets. I will be sharing this
information with them.”
H.M. – Cook Co. Sheriff’s
“Excellent Product, Great class presentation/information. Excellent practical
exercises.”
M.S. - PCSD, NJ
Great Instruction – Great Class
L.N. – FLETC
“Great Training. Knowledgeable Instructors. Safe training environment.”
GTCC Training Academy
“Excellent Training! Great Baton!”
T.O. - AZ Police Dept.
“Excellent Product. I am interested in the Peacekeeper Trainer network for the
Massachusetts. Area.”
Cambridge Health Alliance Police
“The techniques are simple and realistic to do and remember. I was impressed with
the power of the baton.”
B. T. - Il Police Dept.

“Great Baton! Great Class! I thoroughly enjoyed it.”
S. K. – New South Wales S.O., Australia
“Very informative and open minded on officers from different departments throughout
the country. I am looking forward to having the RCB approved in our agency.”
W.R.- PCSD
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